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• In the past, some of Alectra Utilities’ predecessors have provided a combined billing service 
for both electricity and water utilities.

• The electricity and water billing businesses, as well as their rate structures, were simple when 
Alectra’s predecessors began providing these services to their municipalities.

• However, with the increasingly complex requirements of the provincial government and OEB 
in the electricity bill structure, combined with the requirements of four unique municipal water 
billing services, it has become more difficult and expensive to maintain the legacy utility billing 
services business model. 

• These conditions would be present irrespective of a merger or standalone scenario, however, 
there is added complexity in dealing with Alectra’s multiple electricity rate zones.

Municipal Water Billing Background

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alectra’s Staff have been meeting with Municipal Staff for the past two years discussing the water billing model and its challenges primarily due to changes in the electricity sector It has become increasing difficult to meet the ongoing Regulatory requirements and the needs of the Municipalities within the Utility Model of converged billing.Alectra Utilities is the only large utility in Ontario providing municipal water billing services.WHAT HAS CHANGED?Context - With the ever-increasing regulatory pressures focused on electricity, complexities of rate structures and the introduction of multiple government social programs, it has been increasingly difficult to maintain the dual utility business model and the complexity of managing Alectra’s 9 total rate zones.Customer expectations are evolving from one that simply provided a measure of value to customers to one that delivers on what customer’s truly VALUE – simple, seamless, proactive, engaging and personalized service – on multiple channels (chat bot, text, fully mobile, push communications, predictive analytics)Requirements to refocus teams to deliver on Strategy 2.0 – Grid / Growth / CustomerAI driving insights and analytics to build a new digital relationship – advocacy and personalized engagement opening doors to Growth opportunitiesEnergy disaggregation, notification of imminent motor failure, services based on analytics and AIResource capacity is critical to manage the evolution and focus on new workforce skills (reimagined)Municipal service expectations of our water billing municipalities also continue to grow with differing service offerings, processes, policies and programs – normal evolutionThe independent evolution of both electricity and water services is causing further divergence from the original dual utility model and causing significant pressure on an already stressed customer service organization and customer experienceInterdependencies between the two commodities the dual utility model creates incremental complexity, programming and costs to accommodate changes to either service – and more and more frequently, manual processes to limit system customizations and changes
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Timeline

• 2018 – Water services negotiations commenced with the City of Hamilton
• 2019 – Alectra proposed multiple water services User Group Sessions with the Cities of Hamilton, Markham 

and Vaughan to consider common processes amongst the municipalities which align to electricity processes
• 2020 – Water services negotiations commenced with the Cities of Markham and Vaughan. They requested 

Hamilton and Guelph staff be included in its contract negotiations. 
• May 2020 – New water billing contract concluded with the city of Hamilton with a 5-year agreement.
• October - December 2020 – Continued COV and COM contract negotiations inclusive of Hamilton.
• March 2021 – Water Billing Business Case prepared by Alectra Staff and reviewed by senior leadership.
• May 21, 2021 – Alectra’s Board of Directors presented with review of Water Billing Business Case; approves 

the winding down and discontinuing of water billing.
• June 10, 2021 – HUC meeting between Alectra and the City of Hamilton.
• June 18, 2021, – Confidential notification re: discontinuation provided to IBEW and PWU executives.
• June / July, 2021 – Communications and Stakeholder Relations plan development and approval.
• August 6, 2021 – Memo sent by Alectra to affected municipalities’ CAOs/City Managers, Copying Mayors, 

advising of Alectra’s decision to discontinue Water Billing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alectra facilitated multiple User Group Sessions in 2019 to discuss opportunities to create common processes among its municipalities aligned to the electric service processes. These joint meetings highlighted the divergence in processes not only between the municipalities but also with the electricity processes of Alectra.
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• Winding down municipal water billing services was a strategic decision, which provides value to 
customers, shareholders and Alectra.

• We undertook a comprehensive review of billing services examining multiple options.  The review was 
validated by an independent 3rd party for completeness and accuracy.   

• The review indicated that significant investments were required to meet evolving municipal needs while 
meeting Alectra’s regulatory obligations as well as customer expectations.  The economics of the required 
investments were unfavourable and would have hurt shareholder value. 

• Benefits of exiting water billing:
‒ Opportunity for municipalities to take control and customize water billing to best suit their citizens,  

including billing frequency, quality targets, tailored programs, simplified business processes and a 
dedicated customer engagement channel.  

‒ Opportunity for the utility to concentrate on core operational priorities and growth opportunities, foster a 
genuine customer-centric culture (consistent, simple and brand-enhancing) while meeting the needs of 
the rapidly evolving electricity utility business.

‒ Eliminates growing confusion for water billing customers with respect to bill origin and the role of 
Alectra as the billing agent.

Decision to Exit Water Billing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
John Basilio: Many processes are not aligned amongst the municipalities and some water processes diverge significantly from the electricity business processes (see Appendix 1.0). Independent Third-Party – E&Y. Municipalities are increasingly seeking stand-alone services that can only be delivered with custom system configuration and programming that is outside of the converged bill process.  Municipalities are also seeking new services such as insurance billing programs and low-income financial support programs.   Municipalities are pursuing enhanced Service Level Agreements, with penalties for non-compliance, that extend beyond Alectra’s foundational electricity processes, contract pricing and service delivery model of today.The current pricing and service model for water utility services cannot support stand alone services, nor does Alectra have the resources or the capacity to offer this type of service under its current structure. Management oversight of water billing is consuming the Customer Service team and is distracting them from core utilities services and achieving their goals and objectives to advance the Alectra’s CX Strategy and realize merger business case efficiencies.  Competing priorities between electricity and water have burdened the Customer Service team and created some dissatisfaction with the municipalities. 
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• Alectra provided long lead times to municipalities to ensure the transition of water services would 
allow for the opportunity to investigate multiple service and partnership options. 

• Services and contractual terms for the City of Hamilton will continue until the end of December 2024 
and other municipal contracts will be extended as required.

• Alectra is committed to working with the City of Hamilton and post-2024 water billing provider to 
ensure a smooth transition for operations and customers. 

• Joint workshops are planned for Alectra to share integration and vendor lessons learned with 
municipal staff.

Transition Agreement: 
• Alectra will cooperatively develop Transition Agreements to clearly articulate roles and 

responsibilities for both Alectra and the Cities to facilitate the transition of water services at the 
conclusion of 2024 – the details of which will help inform the procurement requirements for the 
Cities.

• The Transition Agreements will outline timelines, milestone events, and commercial terms on 
assistance outside of the services outlined in the existing Agreement. 

Alectra’s Ongoing Commitment & Transition Agreement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BRIAN CAN SPEAK TO THISExisting contracts don’t have terms to provision for the wind down of services by 2024Option to mention possibility that UtilAssist may be interested. The Agreements will include rates / costs should the City require additional services from Alectra to assist outside of the services outlined in the Agreement.
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Merger Benefits

Alectra was built on the promise that a merged utility would mitigate rate increases and 
increase dividends. These promises have been kept;

• Distribution rate increases have been held at the rate of inflation, and are lower than non-
merger scenario

• Dividends have been nearly $10M higher for Hamilton than the non-merger scenario

• In 2019, HUC received a dividend payment over $5M larger than the standalone scenario

Additionally, the merger promised that a larger utility would have the scale required to be 
successful through the imminent evolution of the sector

• As a merged entity, Alectra is better-equipped to manage and leverage the imminent trends of 
decarbonization, decentralization, digitization, democratization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOHN B CAN SPEAK TO THIS / PLUS CLOSING REMARKS FROM BRIAN BEFORE Q&ANon-merger: $52.4MMerger: $61.3M2019 Dividend: $15.6M w/merger vs $10.5M w/o4 Ds:Decarbonization - Increasing focus to transition to a low carbon economy through fuel switching and energy efficiencyDecentralization - The grid is increasingly decentralized as technology costs decline and investment in DERs growDigitization - Advances in digital control and communication are enabling intelligent asset networks and Internet of ThingsDemocratization - Customers wanting flexibility and choice, technology advancements and the rise of DERs are democratizing energy supply
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Questions?
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